Affiliate
Success Kit

#EFCE69

Welcome to the Flodesk
Affiliate Program
Generating passive revenue is easy with our
Flodesk affiliate program. We’ve put together
this simple guide with everything that you need
to start earning referral revenue.
The program:
Give 50% off one year, get $19 for each referral.
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Let’s do
this, friend!

SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

Hey there,
welcome to my
new mixology
course!

I wanted to take a moment to
thank you for being a member of
The Baros Foundation.
I’ve poured my heart and soul into
every aspect of this gallery and it
means a lot to have your support.

I’ve poured my heart and soul into every
new collection and it means a lot to have
your support.

Buy now
View Collection

JOIN NOW

Affiliate Best
Practices
We want to help you succeed as a Flodesk affiliate
because when you win, we win, too.
Below are proven strategies helping our highest
referrers bring in the big bucks and generate passive
income for their businesses.
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Getting Started
With Referrals

Your Dashboard
Your referral dashboard is where all the action
happens. You’ll be able to customize and
copy your referral link, track the number of
members who signed up for a trial with your
referral link, track your “wins” (meaning a
conversion of one of your referrals from a trial
to a paid account) and add your PayPal email—
so you can get paid!
To access your referral link and dashboard,
simply login to your Flodesk account and hover
over the circle icon in the upper right-hand
corner of the toolbar. Select “Share Flodesk”
from the dropdown menu.

Flodesk
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Here are some ways to
make the most of your
Flodesk referral link
➀	Add your referral link to
your emails

You’re already designing stunning emails—
and your audience sees it. The easiest way
to implement your referral link passively is to
add a small line of copy to the bottom of your
emails with something like:

Curious how I’m creating
these gorgeous emails?
Meet Flodesk and get
50% off with my code!

Ready to upgrade your
email newsletters? Take
50% off Flodesk using my
referral code!

You may be wondering
about my email marketing
secret weapon... look no
further! Flodesk is the
answer. Get 50% off with
my code.

Flodesk
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➁	Create an informational blog
post or YouTube video to
direct your audience to.

How to send yo
first email with

Informative or educational content

Comparative content

Many of the top performing affiliate posts
and videos either inform people about
the platform or educate them on how to
use it. Consider creating content about
getting started with Flodesk such as: how to
send your first email, upload your subscriber
csv, or publish your first form. Some
examples include:

If you’ve recently switched to Flodesk from
another platform (or you’re familiar with
competitive platforms), consider doing a
comparative post or video that showcases
the differences between the two options
and why you chose Flodesk. Some
examples include:

→	
Getting Started with Flodesk
by Jordan Prindle Designs
→	
Beginner Flodesk Mistakes |
Troubleshooting Flodesk Email
Marketing Software
by Bootstrap Business

Flodesk
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→	
Flodesk Review: Flodesk vs. ConvertKit
Which Is Better
by La Passion Voutee
→	
Mailchimp vs Flodesk - Why I moved
from Mailchimp to Flodesk
by Scott Wyden Kivowitz
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Roundup post
Create a roundup of your favorite marketing
or small business tools that business owners
should invest in. Here are some tips from top
affiliates on roundups:
→	Choose an odd number of tools to feature
(we recommend 3 to 5), make any affiliate
links bold to make them easily identifiable,
and pin this post to the top of your blog to
keep it top of mind.

heyfriend 5m

→	Be sure to use affiliate and referral links for
all the tools you feature to increase your
revenue earning potential.
→	Hop on Instagram Stories, Reels, or TikTok
and do a quick roundup of tools that you’re
using and loving. Make sure to tag @flodesk
(as well as any other brands you highlight)
to increase the chance of getting your
content reposted and in front of even
more people.

ROUNDUP

5 small
business
tools that
I’m using
and loving
Send message
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➂	Share on social media

Our favorite channels? Instagram Stories,
Reels, TikTok and Pinterest. Here are a few
tips on how to generate referrals via those
channels.
→	Share about how you’re using Flodesk.
People love to see behind the scenes, so
pull back the curtain and give them a look
at your process.
→	Do a roundup of your favorite platforms to
a popular song on Instagram or TikTok to
leverage viral trends.
→	Write out your code on your content and/
or add your referral link to your bio for
increased conversion. If you have the swipe
up feature on Instagram, be sure to add
your link directly to Instagram Stories.

Send message

Flodesk
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Content that Converts
Include keywords in your
title and copy to rank higher
in searches:

→	Titles performing well include Flodesk and
keywords like:
‘email marketing tools’
		
(or software or platforms)
‘best email marketing software’
‘email automation tools’
‘email campaign software’
‘best newsletter software’
→	Competitor’s Name vs. Flodesk:
An Honest Review
‘Flodesk vs Competitor’
		
(MailChimp, Convertkit, Activecampaign,
Mailerlite, Constant Contact, etc.)
‘Competitor’s Name Alternatives’
→	Flodesk: the Best Email Marketing Platform
for [ Industry Types ]

Flodesk email marketing

Important to note for
affiliate blog posts:

Always disclose your use of affiliate links.
Need help with your wording? Customize the
disclosure below:
Disclosure: Some of the links in this post/
content are affiliate links and if you go
through them to make a purchase I will earn
a commission. Keep in mind that I only share
about companies that I truly believe in.

Flodesk
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Leveraging
Facebook
Groups

Curious about a quick way to earn affiliate
income and share about Flodesk with people
actively seeking a better email marketing
platform? We’ve got you covered.

➀	Go to industry-related

→	Think about groups you are already in that
serve small business owners, freelancers,
bloggers, influencers, direct sales, and
other entrepreneurial industries

Facebook Groups

→	Need help finding those groups? Search
for your industry type in Facebook’s search
bar and select the group’s category

➁
Once inside of a Facebook group, use the
search bar to search for specific keyword
terms relevant to Flodesk
Search terms may include
email, email marketing, or even Flodesk
competitor’s names (to find conversations
where people are comparing options)

Flodesk
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➂	After submitting a

We recommend

search term, filter
results to showcase the
most relevant posts

Toggling “SORT BY” from top posts to most
recent. This will list posts in chronological order
so that you can see active conversations.

➃
Search results to find threads
where you can organically share
about Flodesk

➄	Write a comment
We recommend

Here are some sample replies

Writing a comment directing the original
poster towards either: a) content that you’ve
created on your blog or YouTube channel
about Flodesk OR b) Flodesk’s homepage
using your unique referral link.

“Hey @ORIGINALPOSTER! I highly recommend
Flodesk for email marketing. I made the switch
from
to Flodesk and it has been a
game changer for my business. My favorite
thing about the platform is how easy it is to
design high converting emails that perfectly
match my brand. I shared about this on my
blog, here:
”

→	Remember to disclose your affiliate link
and abide by the group rules. Some
groups do not allow direct posting of
affiliate links, but you are allowed to
post links to informational blog posts on
software that may house those links.

Flodesk
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“My favorite email marketing platform is
Flodesk, @ORIGINAL- POSTER. You can grab
50% off your subscription with my affiliate
link here:
Let me know if you have any
questions!”
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Tools for
Your Toolkit
Not sure what to post? We’ve got you covered. Simply
copy, paste, and tweak the messaging below to tell your
audience what you’re loving about Flodesk.

Custom

Flodesk

Tools for Your Toolkit
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What is
Flodesk?

Flodesk is the fastest growing email marketing
platform helping small business owners design
emails people love to get. From stunning email
templates to immersive forms, Flodesk makes
it easy for beginners and experts alike to
build their email lists, engage their audiences
and convert subscribers into customers—all
without a website.

Who is
Flodesk for?

Anyone looking to send awesome emails. Our
members are primarily small business owners
and creators like: artists, authors, attorneys,
bloggers, brick and mortar shops, business
and life coaches, marketing consultants,
ecommerce shops, fitness professionals,
graphic designers, photographers, wedding
industry professionals + more!

Flodesk
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Why Flodesk?

Unlimited Subscribers
With Flodesk, members are never penalized for
successfully growing their lists. Subscriptions
are $38/month for unlimited email sends,
unlimited subscribers and unlimited access
to all features. Get 50% off your first year with
my code!
Drag-and-Drop Email Builder
Want to look like you have an entire marketing
team crafting and coding your every email?
Look no further! The intuitive drag-and-drop
email builder allows you to customize emails
quickly, while Flodesk’s unparalleled email
and form template gallery helps you elevate
your brand.
Layout Blocks
While Flodesk’s curated designs are a big
differentiator, their proprietary Layout blocks
truly set them apart from the competition.
Layouts help you create custom graphics,
design collages and sign off every email with a
specialty script font signature right within the
email builder—no third-party design software
needed. Once emails are sent, Layout blocks
render in a special way to ensure they’ll look
great on any device in any inbox.

Shape

Style

Custom

Flodesk

#FFBA99
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ontheup

heyfriend

San Francisco, California

potterybyhand

Paris, France

00 likes

theup What if I told you that creating email
wsletters could be as easily as posting to
cial media? Don’t believe me. Prepare to be
nd blown.

flodesk

600 likes

600 likes

heyfriend Ready to stop fighting the
Instagram algorithm and start building your
email list? I thought so. Meet my marketing
secret weapon: Flodesk.

potterybyhand Ready to invest in your
business (and get a killer tax write off) before
the end of the year? I recently switched to
Flodesk and it has been a total game changer.

flodesk

San Francisco, California

Auckland, New Zealand

San Francisco, California

Swipe copy for social media

flodesk

San Francisco, California

→	Sending emails people want to get is just a
click away. You’re going to love Flodesk.
[ link to content ]
→	Ready to stop fighting the Instagram
algorithm and start building your email
list? Meet my marketing secret weapon:
Flodesk. [ link to content ]
→	It’s official. I said goodbye to Competitor’s
Name and hello to Flodesk. Want to know
why? [ link to content ]

Flodesk
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Your media
toolkit

We’ve created a collection of stunning
promotional images in various formats that
you’re welcome to use on blog posts, social
media, emails, and any other digital or print
content you’d like to create.

Download Here

Custom

#5889FC

Style

Hey friend!
I wanted to take a moment to thank you for being a
member of the Georgia Ray family
I’ve poured my heart and soul into every aspect of this
business and it means a lot to have your support.

Shop Now

Flodesk
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FAQs

How long is my 50% off discount code
good for?
Your referrals get an entire year at 50% off
their membership with unlimited emails and
unlimited subscribers.
What happens after the 12 months of
discounted membership is up?
After 12 months, subscriptions will be charged
full price at $38/mo. However, the subscription
will remain untiered; in other words, your
referral will still receive unlimited emails and
unlimited subscribers for one flat fee.
Can a member use multiple referral codes to
continue their 50% off after the 12 months
expires?
No, only one discount code per membership
is allowed.
Can I run ads to promote my affiliate code?
While promotion on social, blogs, and
videos is highly encouraged, running paid
advertisements to an affiliate code is not
permitted at this time.
Is there a limit on how many commissions I
can earn per month?
Absolutely not! You can refer as many
members as you like to Flodesk—there is no
upper limit to how much you can earn.
When do I get paid my commission?
Flodesk will deposit referral commissions into
your PayPal account on a rolling basis 2 weeks
after your referral becomes a paid member.
In other words, commissions are paid out on
an individual basis rather than as a monthly
lump sum.

Flodesk
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